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Fr. Arnold Jenssen founded Society of the Divine Word in Steyl, Holland in
1875. It is referred to as SVD. This stands for “Societas Verbi Divini,” which is
Latin for Society of Divine Word.
According to the society’s history: It is “an international congregation of
Catholic missionary priests and Brothers. Its members work primarily where
the Gospel has not been preached at all or only insufficiently, and where the
local Church is not yet viable on its own.”
This Catholic missionary order promotes education. They came to North
America in 1895, with the arrival of Brother Wedelin.
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This is Marcia Stein, Head Archivist of the Robert M. Myers Archives. During
the processing, rearranging, and re-folding of this material, I was able to
create documentation that will allow the collection greater access by the
archive, SVDs, researchers, and scholars. At the same time, I was able to
reduce the bulk by removing duplicate materials. The collection was reduced
from 20 linear feet to 9 linear feet.

Resource
Center:
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This is the Research Center. It is extremely large with room to grow. The area
has great natural light coming in through windows along the west wall. As you
can see, there is a large window in the lower right hand image. This is the
archivists’ office. This is a great idea for all repositories to have visual access
from the directors’ office to the reading room/research facility.

Archive Workroom:
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The archive has a great workroom with plenty of counter space, a computer,
copy machine, shelves, extra folding table, and a tall worktable that is not
shown in these images. It even has empty workspaces so that I could set up
my computer. The room is always kept extremely clean. At the end of the day,
everything is put away.

Archives:
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The archive room is locked at all times and kept cool 24/7. The temperature in
the archives ranges from 68.0˚ - 68.9˚.
The Relative Humidity (RH) is usually 35% or 36%.
The Liebert unit set points are 67˚ +/- 3˚ sensitivity and 38% +/- 3% sensitivity.
This determines how the unit regulates the temperature and humidity in the
archives.
On the Prescalc monitor this is a deterioration rate of 64 years (paper media)
or moderate natural deterioration rate.
Here you can see the retractable shelving units and all of them are labeled.
The archive is “L” shaped. At the end of this long row of retractable shelving is
another row of shelving. There is an area between them with a folding table
so one can pull collections such as the one here on the right. Here are eight
out of the 20 boxes that I have been working on for the past eight weeks. The

Sor t in g Th rough th e Me di a:
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One of the more time consuming jobs I had was evaluating the 35mm slides. I
had to determine which of the images had value to the collection. It turned out
that the bulk of the images were vacation slides. They were removed from the
collection. I was able to reduce the collection of five boxes to less than one
record box of images. This included giving away the slide projector.

Continuing Media Work:
Digitzing Reel-to-Reel Recordings
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One of my unique skills that I brought to this project was the ability to digitize
reel-to-reel audiotapes. Here is an image of one of my reel-to-reel decks that I
brought to the archive. It turned out that the majority of the records were
different speeds than my deck. So I took a group of tapes home and tried
them on my other deck. After I digitized short clips from the recordings at
home, I played them for Marcia. It turned out that they were of no value to the
collection. They will be de-accessed and discarded.

Working on the Papers:

Intern: Merle A. Branner
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One of my greatest challenges was learning about the organization and order.
A large amount of the time I spent with the archivist was discussing the order
and all the different parts of the organization. Though this took a lot of time
away from starting to process the collection, it was extremely valuable when I
was going through this collection. I was able to have a good understanding
what this man was doing throughout his career.

P r o c e d u r e :
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I have not completed this entire project. However, I have completed phase
one. This involved doing the weeding, refolding, describing and placing the
materials in temporary boxes back on the shelf where they came from. This
collection is in area 145 and 146. I learned that each shelf has three numbers.
The first three for example 145 stand for the Edward Norton Papers. Next, the
box will have the shelf number like .03 (third shelf) and finally the position on
the shelf. The number .01 means far left on the shelf, first position. The center
would be .02 and far right is .03.

Issues:
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At the beginning I worked closely with Marcia, but toward the end she was
doing her own work. I just went to her office when I had a question.
The table in the center of the workroom was where I placed duplicate items
for her to review for discarding or for double-checking. There were many
copies of the same report, and I noticed they were not all identical. We
needed to figure out which one was complete. I placed material that would be
offered to other repositories, below this table.
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This was a great experience for me. It reinforced the concepts that we have read
about and discussed in class. It added to my experience in our school archive
this semester. Most importantly, it has reaffirmed that this is the type of work I
want to do when I graduate. I found my experience interesting, educational, and
rewarding.

